The Inner Ear
By Kenneth Grahame
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inner ear of ours begins to revive and to record, one by one, the
real facts of sound. The rooks are the first to assert themselves. All
this

time that

we took

to be so void of voice they have been volubly

discussing every detail of domestic tree-life, as they rock and sway
take in the varied chatter
beside their nests in the elm-tops.
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of personality
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sporting and spicy, with a dash of the divorce court, and no Sunday
morning can ever seem too long. At intervals the drum of the
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development only continue, one thinks, but a little longer, and the
very rush of sap, the thrust and foison of germination, will join in
the din, and go far to deafen us. One shrinks, in fancy, to a dwarf
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shouting soldiery, that possesses land and air so completely, with
such an entire indifference, too, towards ourselves, our conceits,,
and our aspirations.

Here
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again, this lesson in modesty that nature
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dinning into us and the completeness of one s isolation in the
midst of all this sounding vitality cannot fail to strike home
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But putting birds aside, as generally betraying in their startled,
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hurtful to your self-respect than this complacent
refusal of the insect to admit your very existence.
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